
Strong Response Thesis
 A strong response thesis in most instances should incorporate tension.  Why is tension a good 
thing?  Because it creates movement, activity, excitement.  Which successful television show or 
film writes a script without tension?  If there is romance, then there is always an obstacle, a 
restraint to make it interesting—like a hot neighbor, strict parents, unstoppable vampiric blood-
lust, or a war.  Note the difference between these to sample theses: 

 “The Lord of the Rings trilogy presents a complex and nuanced view of the good/evil contiuum.”
vs.

“Many have accused The Lord of the Rings trilogy of oversimplifying good and evil, but actually 
the trilogy presents a complex and nuanced view of the good/evil continuum.

Which thesis do you like better?  The second, right?  It has context—what others have said—and 
this helps my claim standout as original and relevant.  In order for a thesis to really please, it needs 
two things: 1) something familiar and old people can grab onto 2) something original to excite the 
reader.  Using a thesis with tension helps accomplish both.  It gives familiar context (even if you 
are simply creating that context in your introduction) and it presents something new and exciting 
that stands out even more in the context of the old and familiar.

Here are three thesis templates covering agreement, disagreement, and hybrid that use tension:

Agreement thesis with tension:

Although _____X_______  might discredit ______Y's_______ claims that ___A is 
B___________ because of _Z_, __Y____ is actually right because of _1__, _2__, and _3__.

Disagreement thesis with tension:

____Y__  claims that __A is B____, but he is mistaken because __Z.

Hybrid thesis with tension

Y    is right about A     but completely mistaken about B   because of 1, 2, and 3.

These are just templates to show you the pattern.  If you are having trouble matching the pattern, 
then feel free to use one of the templates, at least for your tentative thesis; otherwise, please feel 
free to change or abandon these templates.  There are countless ways to incorporate tension in a 
thesis.  

Here are some less detailed patterns you can use:

You can use subordinating conjunctions:
(Although/Even though/Whereas) _______ , _________.

Coordinating conjunctions:



_________, (but/yet) _____________.

And transitional phrases:
_________; (however/on the other hand/alternatively/contrastingly/in contrast), ________.


